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The purposes of this study were: to compare the strength

(single strand breaking load and loop breaking load), the elongation

and the evenness of four types represented by 11 brands of polyester

sewing threads available on the market in Corvallis, Oregon in

January, 1976; to determine whether there were differences in the

strength and elongation of black and white threads; and to find the

correlations between: the single strand breaking load and the loop

breaking load of a thread; the single strand breaking load and the

elongation of a thread; and the breaking load and the evenness of a

thread.

The four types of thread were: corespun polyester/cotton 2 -ply,

corespun polyester/cotton 3-ply, short staple spun polyester and tow

spun polyester. Some differences were observed among different

types and among various brands within the same type of thread in



every property that was investigated.

In comparing the single strand breaking loads, corespun 3-ply

threads were significantly stronger than the corespun 2 -ply thread of

the same brand; corespun 3 -ply threads exhibited no significant differ-

ences from tow spun threads; short staple spun threads were signifi-

cantly weaker than corespun 3-ply and tow spun threads.

Comparisons of loop breaking load indicated that tow spun

threads still performed best, followed by short staple spun threads.

Corespun 3-ply threads were weaker than both tow spun threads and

short staple spun threads. The corespun 2-ply thread was the weakest

of all.

Corespun 3-ply threads had better extensibility than the corespun

2-ply thread and the short staple spun threads; short staple spun

threads, in turn, were more extensible than tow spun threads.

With a few exceptions, no significant differences in the breaking

load and elongation of black and white thread occurred.

The evenness of all 11 brands of thread was similar.

Based on this study, the tow spun threads would be a good choice

for fabrics with normal extensibility. Two of the three corespun 3-ply

threads would be suitable for fabrics which stretch more.

No significant correlations were found between: single strand

breaking load and loop breaking load; single strand breaking load and

evenness; and loop breaking load and evenness. Although a high



positive correlation between single strand breaking load and elonga-

tion was not significant at the . 05 level, the relationship appears

fruitful for further study because only the tow spun threads and one

of the short staple spun threads had a much lower rate of elongation

relative to the single strand breaking load,
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COMPARISON OF STRENGTH, ELONGATION AND EVENNESS
OF SELECTED TYPES OF POLYESTER SEWING THREADS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the increasing usage of synthetic fibers for

woven, knit or other types of fabrics has resulted in fabrics which

are stronger and often more extensible than those formerly used.

Many of these fabrics have had special finishes applied, such as

durable press and/or soil release. Home sewers who formerly used

silk or mercerized cotton threads found that such threads were not

compatible with the newer fabrics.

New sewing threads were developed in response to the needs of

the apparel industry and home sewers (10). By 1970, 6,000,000 lbs

out of 410,000,000 lbs of polyester filament production went to the

production of the untextured type of sewing thread (17, p. 57). How-

ever, so many varieties of threads are available that consumers do

not know how to select the correct thread for a fabric. The major

sources of information for home sewers are advertisements by the

thread companies. Despite the need for evaluation of the different

types and brands of sewing threads, little has been done to date,

except by manufacturers. Although polyester sewing threads are

presently being used extensively, consumers have little knowledge
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concerning them.

The present study was undertaken to provide answers to ques-

tions frequently raised by home sewers concerning polyester sewing

threads. No attempt was made to study every property a sewing

thread should possess. Instead, a collection of every sewing thread

containing polyester fibers available in the Corvallis area in January,

1976, was tested for strength, elongation and evenness.

Purposes of the Study

The main purpose of this research was to compare the strength,

elongation and evenness of different types of polyester sewing threads.

A secondary purpose was to see whether or not there were

associations between strengthand elongation, and between strength

and evenness. Another secondary purpose was to see whether the

color of a thread affected the strength and elongation.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

General Requirements for Sewing Threads

In order to be considered satisfactory, a sewing thread should

achieve two functional requirements: (1) sewability and (2) service-

ability (5, 23, 30).

Sewability

Sewability is "the ability of a sewing thread to perform efficiently

on the sewing machine" (23, p. 281).

A sewing thread is said to possess good sewability when it has

high breaking strength, uniform breaking strength and extension,

uniform modulus of elasticity throughout its length, good resistance

to heat and abrasion, evenness and smoothness (5, p. 110; 30, pp. 4-5).

Serviceability

A sewing thread is considered to be serviceable when it remains

unchanged in the seam under normal wear and cleanings (5). It should

possess: good strength, elongation, elasticity and abrasion resistance

to prevent seam breakage; good dimensional stability to prevent seam

puckering; good moisture absorption to assist in soil removal; and a
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high melting point to prevent heat damage. Also, it should be resis-

tant to mildew, chemicals, insects and any other ordinary agent that

might cause damage. Sewing thread should be colorfast, lustrous,

have a small diameter and be soft and smooth (23, p. 282; 30, p. 4).

Characteristics of Polyester Sewing Threads

Polyester and nylon are the two major synthetic fibers used for

making sewing threads. Synthetic type sewing threads possess many

properties that are desirable for seaming garments including: high

strength; high controllable extensibility; dimensional stability; high

resistance to abrasion, chemicals, perspiration, and damage during

laundering or dry cleaning (6, p. 25; 12, p. 67; 28, p. 17). Polyester

thread has better dimensional stability, better modulus (a strength-

elongation ratio) at lower stresses and better chemical resistance

than nylon thread (21, p. 8). Polyester fiber is considered to have

. . the best balance of performance characteristics of any natural

or man-made fiber produced in the world today" (22, p. 1064).

Studies using mercerized cotton, nylon and polyester sewing threads

have demonstrated that polyester thread produces the least puckering

and gives the best seam appearance on wash-wear fabrics and poly-

ester/cotton blend fabrics (24, 29).

Polyester thread is considered suitable for sewing on all fabrics,

especially knits and other fabrics with high extensibility (10, p. 4).
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Classification of Polyester Sewing Threads

Generally speaking, polyester sewing thread can be divided into

four categories: (1) filament, (2) spun, (3) corespun, (4) textured.

Filament Thread

Two kinds of polyester filament threads are being manufactured:

(1) monofilament, a single fiber of appropriate diameter forming the

thread, and (2) multifilament, several filaments either twisted or

bound together by an adhesive. The advantage of monofilament thread

is its transparency, making it possible to sew fabrics of different

colors with the same thread. However, monofilament has an undesir-

ably high breaking elongation and great stiffness. Multifilament thread

is more flexible than monofilament, and has good abrasion resistance.

Both types of thread have a tendency to melt during sewing (6, p. 25;

30, p. 6).

Spun Thread

Polyester spun thread is essentially the same as cotton spun

thread, except that polyester fibers which have been cut into staple

lengths of approximately 1 1/2 inches (3.8 cm) are used instead of

cotton (10, p. 5). Polyester spun thread is, for a given count, better

with respect to breaking load, elongation, dimensional stability, and
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abrasion resistance than cotton spun thread (6, p. 25). It also causes

fewer problems due to heat fusing than the filament thread (30, p. 6).

Polyester spun thread also is manufactured from longer staple

fibers, approximately 4-5 inches (10-12. 5 cm) long (10, p. 5). Ten-

sion is applied during manufacturing to cause the fiber filaments to

break at their weakest points. Therefore, the length of the individual

tow spun fibers is not exactly the same (20, p. 117). Crook states that

tow spun thread is stronger than short staple spun thread (12, p. 68).

Corespun Thread

A corespun polyester/cotton sewing thread is a thread consisting

of a filament yarn core (which gives high strength) covered with a

sheath of cotton fibers (which prevents heat fusing during sewing).

The thread retains the desirable properties of the filament core while

the cotton sheath reduces sewing problems. A disadvantage of core-

spun thread is the problem of dying it evenly since cotton and polyester

take up dyes differently (9, p. 6; 12, p. 69; 15, p. 2; 30, p. 7).

Textured Thread

Polyester textured thread is the thread made from air-textured

bulk yarns. It has a high extensibility; the surface loops ensure good

locking of the stitch; the danger of thread fusion during high speed

sewing is reduced; and it produces a full decorative seam (6, p. 25;
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1Z, p. 69; 30, p. 6).

Factors Influencing Thread Strength,
Elongation and Evenness

Factors Affecting Thread Strength

Fiber length and distribution of fibers of different lengths, fiber

fineness and fiber strength all have direct influence on thread strength.

The number of twists per inch of the thread and finishing processes

also influence thread strength (18, pp. 347-48; 26, p. 412).

In general the longer the fiber staple, the stronger is the thread.

This effect levels off, however, when the optimum length is reached

(18, p. 347). Variations in the distribution of fibers of different

lengths cause a variation in yarn strength. The yarn strength will

be lower when the percentage of short fibers is greater (18, p. 348).

A greater number of fibers is contained in the cross section of a

thread when a finer fiber is used. This in turn, increases the thread

strength due to the greater internal friction. Logically, the use of

stronger fibers will produce a stronger yarn (18, p. 347).

An increase in twist improves strength up to a point; then an

increase in twist leads to a decrease in strength until the twist itself

will cause the yarn to break (26, p. 412).

Testing conditions such as temperature and humidity, the capac-

ity of the testing machine, the testing gage length and the time
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required to break the specimen are all variables which must be con-

sidered when assessing thread strength (7, p. 364).

Factors Affecting Thread Elon ation

During the preparation of synthetic filaments, they may be

drawn as much as five times the original length (11, p. 360 and p.

404). This causes better orientation of the fiber chains and reduces

the elongation. Heat-setting treatments may be given either to

polyester filaments or to spun synthetic threads or to corespun

polyester/cotton threads in order to control the thread's shrinkage

and extensibility (12, p. 69). If the heat-setting is done with the

filament or thread in a relaxed position, it may recover some ability

to elongate. If heat-setting is done under tension, the thread will

lose some of its extensibility (11, p. 391; 23, p. 286).

Factors Affecting Thread Evenness

The fiber length and the distribution of fibers of various lengths

influence the evenness of the finished yarn (18, p. 453). Fiber fine-

ness determines the number of fibers in the cross section for any

given size of yarn. The higher the number of fibers in the cross-

section, the lower is the basic irregularity (7, p. 464).

Abnormal unevenness is caused chiefly by machinery defects.

Improper adjustment and poor maintenance of the machinery can
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cause cyclical unevenness during the yarn making process (7, pp.

510-12; 18, p. 453).

Tensile strength may be an indicator of the evenness of sewing

thread. "Yarn evenness and tensile strength are closely related- -

as evenness improves, the tensile strength increases." (16, p. 896).

Comparisons of Thread Strength and Elongation

Comparisons made by the DuPont Company among Dacron°

polyester threads of the same sizes revealed that the filament threads

were strongest, corespun threads were next while spun polyester

threads were weakest (15, p. 2). On the other hand, Talon claimed

that their 100% spun polyester thread is 20% stronger than their

corespun polyester/cotton thread (27). Tests done by the Canadian

Consumer (28) revealed that Talon Polyplus®, which is a 100% spun

polyester thread, had single strand breaking load of 1.18 kg (2. 6 lbs).

In a comparison of elongation at break, cotton and linen threads

had the least extension at break; spun polyester thread was much

more extensible than either cotton or linen thread; multifilament

polyester thread and nylon thread had the highest extension at break

(30, p. 6). Crook (12) stated that the percent elongation at break

ranges from 12-22% for spun polyeSter thread and 20-35% for corespun

polyester/cotton thread depending upon the raw material and the type

of processing used for the particular thread (p. 67).
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Relation of Thread Strength and Elongation to
Seam Strength and Elongation

In an attempt to predict seam strength by assessing thread

strength, Brain (8) used 27 threads of different fiber contents, differ-

ent counts and different colors. He found, that average loop strength

of a thread is a better indicator of seam strength than the single-

strand breaking load of a thread.

An investigation by Ashley (4) of the breaking strength and

elongation of seams in a polyester double-knit fabric revealed a close

relationship between the choice of thread and the strength and elonga-

tion of seams. The threads used in that test were mercerized cotton,

bonded monocord nylon and corespun polyester/cotton. Corespun

polyester/cotton thread, which had the highest breaking load and

elongation of the three, made the strongest seams with generally the

best elongation.

Relative differences in seam breaking strength and
elongation between seams stitched with the three thread
types were more closely related to thread breaking
elongation than to thread breaking load (p. 51).

Ashley found great differences in strength and elongation among

different brands of thread and concluded that further investigation

was needed. The researcher also suggested that loop strength of the

sewing threads might have been a better indicator of seam strength

than the single strand breaking load used in the study.
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Conclusions

The review of the literature indicated that little information is

available concerning differences among the different brands of sewing

threads containing polyester fibers. Thus, it seemed appropriate to

determine the strength, elongation and evenness of various brands of

polyester sewing threads. In order to account for possible differences

in these properties, the determination of yarn structure, yarn num-

ber, twist of the yarns and the length of the polyester staple fibers

was essential. Although it would not be feasible to test whether the

strength, elongation and evenness of all colors of polyester sewing

threads differed from that of the corresponding white threads, a

comparison of white and black threads of the same brand might give

some indication of the effect of dyeing on strength, elongation and

evenness characteristics.

Except for Brain's (8) work, thread strength usually has been

measured using the single strand breaking load test. Thus, it seemed

desirable to determine whether there was an association between the

single strand breaking load and the loop breaking load of a sewing

thr ead.

Since both strength and elongation of a sewing thread are related

to seam strength and elongation (4), it was important to determine

whether an association existed between the single strand breaking load
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of a thread and its elongation.

No research was found in which the relationship between tensile

strength and evenness of polyester sewing threads was tested. Thus,

this relationship needed to be tested.
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CHAPTER III

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES

Statement of the Problem

The main purpose of this study was to define the performance

of polyester sewing threads.

The study was based on these objectives:

I. To determine the differences in breaking loads of black

and white polyester sewing threads.

II. To determine the differences in tenacities of polyester

sewing threads.

III. To determine differences in elongation of black and white

polyester sewing threads.

IV. To determine the differences in evenness among various

polyester sewing threads.

To find out whether there is an association between the

single strand breaking load and the loop breaking load of

a polyester sewing thread.

VI. To determine whether there is an association between the

single strand breaking load and the elongation of a poly,-

ester sewing thread.

VII. To determine whether there is an association between the



breaking load and the evenness of a polyester sewing

thread.

Hypotheses

14

The hypotheses being tested in this study include:

I. A. There will be no differences in the single strand breaking

load of

1. various types of polyester sewing threads

2. various brands of the same type of polyester sewing

thread

3. black and white polyester sewing threads.

B. There will be no differences in the loop breaking load of

1. various types of polyester sewing threads

2. various brands of the same type of polyester sewing

thread

3. black and white polyester sewing threads.

II. A. There will be no differences in the single strand breaking

tenacity of

1. various types of polyester sewing threads

2. various brands of the same type of polyester sewing

thread.

B. There will be no differences in the loop breaking tenacity

of
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1. various types of polyester sewing threads

2, various brands of the same type of polyester sewing

thread.

There will be no differences in elongation among:

1. various types of polyester sewing thread

2. various brands of the same type of polyester sewing

thread

3. black and white polyester sewing threads.

IV. There will be no differences in-evenness among various

polyester sewing threads.

V. There will be no association between the single strand

breaking load and the loop breaking load of a polyester

sewing thread.

VI. There will be no association between the single strand

breaking load and the elongation of a polyester sewing

thread,

VII. There will be no association between the evenness of a

polyester sewing thread and

1. the single strand breaking load

2, the loop breaking load.

Delimitations

The number of brands of sewing threads containing polyester
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fibers used in this study was limited to the varieties available in

Corvallis in January, 1976. New threads continued to come onto the

Corvallis market during the study, and frequently, old threads were

replaced. It was not possible to include all polyester sewing threads

available.

The present study covered only some of the important proper-

ties that a sewing thread should possess.

Definitions

Breaking load. "The maximum force applied to a specimen

in a tensile test carried to rupture." (2, p. 16)

Corespun thread. A sewing thread consisting of polyester

multifilament core covered with a sheath of cotton fibers.

Count (yarn). "Yarn number in an indirect yarn numbering

system." (2, p. 15)

Elongation. Increase in length of a specimen during a tensile

test, Elongation is expressed as a percentage of the original length

(2, p. 23).

Evenness. The uniformity of the linear density of a continuous

strand or portion of a strand (2, p. 42).

Loop breaking load. "The breaking strength of a specimen

consisting of two lengths of yarn from the same package looped

together so that one length has both its ends in one clamp of the
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testing machine and the other length has both its ends in the other

clamp." (2, p. 16)

Polyester sewing threads. In this study, the term "polyester

sewing threads" includes only 100% spun polyester and the corespun

polyester/cotton sewing threads.

Short sta le s un thread. A sewing thread that is spun from

polyester fibers which have been cut into staple lengths of approxi-

mately 1 1/2 inches (3.8 cm).

Single strand breaking load. The breaking load of a single

strand of yarn running straight between the clamps of the testing

machine (2, p. 369).

Strength. "A generic term for the ability of a material to

resist strain or rupture induced by external forces." (2, p. 38)

Tenacity. "The tensile stress expressed as force per unit linear

density of the unstrained specimen)" (2, p. 39)

Tensile strength. "The strength shown by a specimen sub-

jected to tension as distinct from torsion, compression or shear."

(2, p. 38)

Tex. An expression of yarn number in terms of the number of

grams per 1, 000 m (2, p. 47).

Towkimt12.1....eaci. A sewing thread that is spun from polyester

fibers which have been cut into staple lengths of approximately 4-5

inches (10-12.5 cm).
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Twist. The turns about the axes of yarns commonly expressed

in turns per unit of length (2, p. 42).

Yarn number (plied). "A measure of the fineness or size of a

yarn expressed either as 'mass per unit length' or 'length per unit

mass', depending upon the yarn numbering system." (2, p. 47)
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CHAPTER IV

PROCEDURES

Selection and Description of the Threads

Regular polyester sewing thread was used for this study. Sew-

ing threads for special purposes, such as extra fine thread, buttonhole

twist, etc. , were excluded.

Five black spools and five white spools of each brand of poly-

ester sewing threads (total number of brands, 11) available in the

Corvallis area were purchased in January, 1976. One or more spools

were purchased at every store that carried the specific kind of thread

to increase the chance that the sample population represented as

many lots as possible.

Owing to differences in the packaging design, variable sizes of

spools had to be used for different brands. The size of spool being

purchased was based on the smallest spool available in each brand.

The smallest spool used in this study contained 112 yds; the largest

spool contained 375 yds.

A code was given to each of the threads in this study. The

code and brand names are listed in the Appendix.

Specimen Samp.lin Plan

Since the smallest spool of sewing thread being used in this

study contained 112 yds, a total length of 100 yds from the start of
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the thread-end was used for the tests.

The 100-yard length was divided equally into four sections.

In order to make the tests a better representation of the entire spool,

specimens for each different kind of test were selected as equally as

possible from these four sections, depending on the number of speci-

mens required for the particular test.

General Physical Characteristics

The standard methods of the American Society for Testing and

Materials (ASTM) were the major reference for testing yarn struc-

ture, fiber length, yarn number and twist. Except for yarn structure,

tests were conducted under standard atmospheric conditions of tem-

perature 70±2°F (21±1. 1°C) and relative humidity 65±2% whenever

possible.

Yarn Structure

A microscope was used to examine the yarn structure of one

small piece of thread from each spool. The threads were examined

to determine: whether they were made from staple length or filament

fibers; whether they were single yarns, plied yarns or cords; whether

they had an inner core of polyester filament covered by a sheath of

cotton fibers.
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Fiber Length and Diameter

From each spool, a 10-inch long thread was cut and untwisted.

Three fibers were then drawn from the pile of fibers and placed on

a velvet covered board. Black velvet was used for the white fibers

and white velvet was used for the black fibers. Then a ruler was

used to measure the fiber length and the length was recorded to the

nearest 0.2 cm (adapted from ASTM D 1440-72 3, pp. 232-37).

Attempts were made to determine the diameter of the polyester

fibers using a horizontal type of microprojector and a microscope

with Filar micrometer eyepiece. However, the polyester fibers

were too fine to use the standard converting table accompanying the

microprojector. Similarly, reproducible measurements could not

be obtained using the Filar micrometer eyepiece. Thus, the deter-

mination of fiber diameter was deleted from the study.

Yarn Number

A direct counting system (tex) was used to calculate the yarn

number. Since the standard procedure for measuring the yarn number

for sewing threads, ASTM method D 1907-75 (2, pp. 335-43), requires

a skein of thread and equipment that was not available, ASTM D 1059-

72 (2, pp. 164-67), which requires less thread, was used.

In accordance with ASTM D 1059-72, a Suter twist tester was
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used to cut the specimens for measuring the yarn number. The

clamps of the twist tester were set 0. -5 m apart and a tension of

approximately 0. 25 g/tex was put on the thread fastened carefully

between the clamps. Care was taken not to alter the original twist

of the thread while fastening it between the clamps.

Three 0. 5 m lengths were cut from each of the four sections of

every spool making a total of 60 lengths of thread for each color within

each brand. A random selection of 20 lengths totaling 10 m per spe-

cimen was weighed on an analytical balance to the nearest . 0001 g.

Consequently, six values were obtained for each brand. The yarn

number was obtained by the formula:

Mean weight in g of the 6 specimens x 100 = Tex.

Twist

Twist was determined on a standard twist tester with clamps

set ten inches apart. In accordance with ASTM D 1423-71 (2, pp. 264-

71) for plied yarns, a tension of approximately 0. 25±. 05 g/tex was

applied to the test specimen, and the twist was determined through a

direct count. Then, for spun threads, all plies but one were cut away

and the twist of the remaining single yarn was determined according

to ASTM method D 142271 (2, pp. Z58-63). The yarn was adjusted

between the clamps to obtain a 1/8 inch deflection when a load of 3 g

was applied. The twist was removed and reinserted in the opposite
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direction until a 1/8 inch deflection was again obtained. The number

of turns was read from the counter and the twist calculated in turns

per inch (tpi). Only the ply twist was determined on the corespun

threads since the straight filament core in each ply impeded the

accuracy of twist measurements for the single yarns.

The amount of twist was determined for one specimen from

both the first and third section of every spool making a total of 20

specimens for each brand. The ply twist was calculated as the mean

of the 20 specimens in turns per inch. Twist of the single yarns was

calculated as the mean of 20 specimens in turns per inch.

Strength and Elongation

Preliminary Investigations

Both the Scott IP2 Serigraph, which is a constant-rate-of-load

tensile tester with a maximum of 2,000 g capacity, and the Instron,

which is a constant-rate-of extension tensile testing machine with a

maximum of 5, 000 kg capacity, were used to test the strength and

elongation of polyester sewing threads during the preliminary investi-

gation. It was found that the loop strength of these sewing threads

occasionally exceeded 2,000 g. The Scott IP2 Serigraph therefore

could not be used. The Forestry Research Laboratory, where the

Instron tester was located, had standard conditions of 73±3°F
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(23±1. 70C) and 50±2% R. H. (relative humidity). It was not possible

to adjust the temperature and humidity to the standard conditions

used for testing textile materials. Therefore, the tests for breaking

load and elongation were done at 73±3°F and 50±2% R, H. Otherwise

both breaking load and elongation tests were done in accordance with

the ASTM method D 2256-75 (2, pp. 368-76).

Breaking Load

The single strand breaking load and the loop breaking load were

determined using a total of 40 specimens for each brand per test.

One of the purposes of the study was to find out whether there is a

correlation between the single strand breaking load and the loop

breaking load of a thread. The assumption was made that the char-

acteristics of a sewing thread in immediately adjacent regions are

nearly identical. Therefore, one specimen for the single strand

strength test and one for the loop strength test were cut adjacent to

each other. A 20-inch long specimen for the single strand breaking

load and a 40-inch long specimen for the loop breaking load were

drawn from each of the four sections from every spool.

A 10±. 1 inch distance was set between the nips of the upper

and the lower clamps on the Instron tester. For the single strand

breaking load tests, specimens were drawn directly from the spool

and inserted between the clamps with a uniform amount of tension.
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For the loop breaking load tests, a 20-inch length of thread was drawn

directly from the spool with both ends being held in the upper clamp

forming a loop about one-half the gage length. A second 20-inch

length of thread was drawn adjacent to the first length, One end of

the second length was passed through the loop formed by the first

length, after which both ends of the second length were placed in the

lower clamp. Extreme care was taken to avoid changing the twist

of the threads when placing them between the clamps.

The breaking loads were recorded on an automatic recording

chart and read to the nearest 10 g.

Tenacity

Both single strand breaking tenacity and loop breaking tenacity

were calculated as the breaking load of a thread divided by the yarn

number (tex) of the thread (2, p. 374).

Elongation at Break

Elongation at break was recorded at the same time the single

strand breaking load was recorded on the automatic recording chart

and read to the nearest . 05 inch. The percent elongation at break

then was calculated on the basis of the nominal gage length.
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Evenness

A micrometer caliper was used to measure the diameter of the

threads. For each brand, two spools of white thread and two spools

of black thread were randomly chosen. For each spool, ten 1-inch

specimens were randomly selected from the four sections. The

diameter was measured in five places on each specimen to the nearest

.0001 inch (2. 54 microns).

For each specimen, a coefficient of variation (C. V. ) was calcu-

lated, and for each spool, the mean of these ten coefficients of varia-

tion was calculated. These means were then assumed to be approxi-

mately normally distributed and an analysis of variance was per-

formed to test for differences among these coefficients for various

brands. The higher the coefficient of variation for a spool of thread

the more uneven is the thread.

The diameter of a thread could not be measured accurately

with the micrometer caliper because some compression occurred

during the use of the caliper. However, since this study is primarily

concerned with comparing the relative evenness among different

brands of thread rather than determining the actual diameter of a

thread, and since other evenness testers were not available, the

micrometer caliper still was chosen.
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StatisticaAnalysis

Analysis of variance was used to test the differences of breaking

load, elongation and tenacity of all threads. The least significant

difference between treatments was calculated for each comparison at

the . 05 level of significance, based on the sample size of the respec-

tive treatments. When comparing different brands of the same type

of sewing thread, a sequential Q test (25, p. 272) was applied. An-

alysis of variance was also used to test the differences of fiber length,

twist, yarn number and evenness. When there was evidence of differ-

ences among brands, a sequential Q test was used to identify the

probable differences.

Correlation coefficients were calculated in order to find the

relationships among single strand breaking load, loop breaking load,

and evenness. The correlation coefficient was calculated in order to

find the relationship between the single strand breaking load and the

corresponding elongation.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

General Physical Characteristics and Classification
of the Polyester Sewing Threads

Yarn Structure and Classification
of Polyester Sewing Threads

Only one brand of the threads used in this study included both

2-ply and 3-ply threads. No obvious differences could be found

in the labeling of these two threads. A letter was sent to the manu-

facturer of the thread to inquire why both a-ply thread and 3-ply

thread were being marketed without any difference in labeling. The

company replied

. after exhaustive internal studies, as well as field
trials, we determined that a 2/ply construction of approxi-
mately the same overall size of the original 3/cord coupled
with several other changes that we made at the same time
provided the consumer with a slightly better product.

The company was in the process of switching the 3-ply product over

to the 2-ply product, and therefore both 2-ply's and 3-ply's appeared

on the market. The manufacturer did not specify what "other changes"

were made.

All other brands of sewing threads used in this study had 3-ply

construction. In order to test whether the 2-ply thread and the 3-ply

thread of the same brand were different from each other in properties,

they were considered as two brands. The 2-ply thread was coded as
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A-1, the 3-ply thread as B-1.1 Therefore, a total of 11 brands was

included in this study. Of the 11 brands, four were corespun threads,

and seven were spun threads (Figure 1). The two other corespun

threads were coded as B-2 and B-3.

Fiber Length and Classification of
Spun Polyester Sewing Threads

The fiber length of all spun threads was measured. Two types

were identified: the short staple spun type with a fiber length of

approximately 3-4 cm; and the tow spun type with a fiber length of

approximately 10-12 cm. Five brands (hereafter coded as C-1, C-2,

C-3, C-4 and C-5) were made from short staple spun fibers. Two

brands (D-1 and D-2) were made from tow spun fibers.

Significant differences were found among the short staple spun

threads at the . 05 level (F4
40

5.13). C-1 had the longest mean fiber

length and C-4 had the shortest mean fiber length (Table 1). For the

two tow spun brands, the fiber length was significantly different at

the .05 level (F1
16

17.41).

1The code key is given in the Appendix.
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Table 1. Mean fiber length of spun polyester
sewing threads.

Brand Code Mean (cm)

C-1 3. 64a

C - 3 3. 62ab

C-2 3.60ab

C-5 3.54 be

C-4 3.50

D -1

D -2

10. 51

12. 29
e

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.

Yarn Number

The mean yarn numbers in tex for the various brands are shown

in Table 2. The differences were significant at the .05 level

(F10,55 25. 55). Yarn number did not appear to be related to the

type of yarn structure but instead varied by brand.
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Twist

Table 2. Yarn numbers (tex) of polyester
sewing threads.

Brand Code Mean (tex)

B-1

C-5

B-2

C-4

37. 78a

37. 73a

36. 90
ab

b
36. 05

C-2 34. 64

C-3 34.38

D-1 33. 94 cd

A-1 33. 55 cd

D-2 32.89

C-1 32. 57

B-3 32.40

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.

All plied yarns were found to have a Z-twist while all single

yarns had an S -'twist. Significant differences at the . 05 level

(F10,
88

39.79) were found in the twist of the plied yarns of all of

the threads. The amount of the twist of the plied yarns appeared to

be dependent primarily upon the brand rather than the type of yarn

structure (Table 3). However, the amount of twist in the tow spun

threads was significantly lower than that of the core spun threads.
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Table 3. Mean twist of the plies of polyester
sewing threads.

Brand Code Mean (tpi)

B-3 22. 15a

C-1 21. 39ab

C-5 21. 38ab

C-4 20.75

B-1 20.70

B-2 19. 09

A-1 19. 06
cd

C-3 18. 13
dD-2 17.62

C-2 17. 43

D-1 17. 25

d

d

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.

The amount of twist in the single yarns of the threads also

varied significantly at the 05 level (F6,56 32.72; Table 4).

Table 4. Mean twist of the singles in spun
polyester sewing threads.

Brand Code Mean (tpi)
C-2 23.39a
C-4 23. 19a
C-3 22. 75a
C-1 20. 80'
C-5 20. 60
D-2 19. 27 c
D-] 18.82 c

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.
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Other Characteristics

For each brand of thread, a table in the Appendix lists the yards

per spool, the price per spool and the price per yard of the thread.

Comparisons of Single Strand Breaking Load

Between Types

No significant differences in single strand breaking load were

observed between the corespun and the tow spun types of thread. How-

ever, the short staple spun threads were relatively lower in single

strand breaking load than either the corespun threads or the tow spun

threads (Table 5). Many advertisements as well as the comparisons

made by the DuPont Company (15, p. 2) stress that corespun threads

are stronger than short staple spun threads, which was confirmed by

this study. The corespun threads, which have multifilament yarns

in addition to the wrap of cotton fibers, would likely be stronger than

twisted short polyester fibers. However, this study confirmed an

earlier report (27) that the B-3 corespun thread is weaker than the

C-1 short staple spun thread marketed by the same manufacturer.

The difference between the threads is smaller than the 20% difference

claimed by the company. The fact that tow spun threads are stronger

than short staple spun threads was anticipated since tow spun threads

have a longer fiber length.
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Table 5. Comparisons of the mean single strand breaking load- -
between types.

alue Standard t value
at the

. 05 level

A-1 2-ply vs. B-1 3- ply 6. 19* 2. 02
(1. 30 kg) (1.4 5 kg)

Corespuna vs. Short staple spun 7. 49* 1.98
(1. 28 kg) (1, 09 kg)

Corespuna
(1. 28 kg)

vs, Tow spun
(1. 28 kg)

. 03 1. 98

Tow spun vs. Short staple spun 10, 55* 1. 98
(1. 28 kg) (I. 09 kg)

* Significant at the , 05 level.

a Only 3-ply yarns are included.

The average single strand breaking load for A-1 was signifi-

cantly lower than that of B-1. The statement by the manufacturer

that the 2-ply thread is a better product than the 3-ply thread was

not supported by the results of the single strand breaking load tests

done in this study.

Therefore hypothesis I. A. I was essentially rejected since

differences were found in three of the four comparisons.

Between Brands of the Same Type

Among the three brands of corespun threads, B-3 had the

lowest single strand breaking load (Table 6), The low breaking load
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of B-3 might be a result of its having the smallest yarn number of all

the brands. Inclusion of the low breaking load value of B-3 caused the

mean value for corespun threads to be low. There was no evidence

of any difference in single strand breaking load between B-1 and B-2.

Table 6. Comparisons of the mean single strand
breaking load between corespun threads.

Brand Code Mean (kg)

B-1 1.45 a

B-2 1.42a

B-3 . 95

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing after
the mean.

Among the short staple spun threads, C-3 had the lowest single

strand breaking load (Table 7). This was not expected because its

yarn number was greater than that of C-1; its ply twist was greater

than that of C-2; its single yarn twist was greater than that of C-1

and C-5; and its fiber length was longer than all other short staple

spun brands except C-1. Of the other four brands of short staple

spun threads, only C-1 exhibited any differences from C-4 and C-5

(Table 7), which might have been due to its lower yarn number. The

single strand breaking load determined for C-1 in this study is lower

than the value 1.18 kg reported in the Canadian Consumer (28).
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Table 7. Comparisons of the mean single strand
breaking load between short staple
spun threads.

Brand Code Mean (kg)

C-4 1.16a
C-5 1.14a
C-2 1.12ab

C-1 1. 07

C-3 . 99

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing after
the mean.

For tow spun threads, the single strand breaking load of D-1

was significantly higher than the single strand breaking load of D-2

at the . 05 level (t value 3.57, D. F. 16; standard t value 2. 12; Table 8).

Table 8. Comparisons of the mean single strand
breaking load between tow spun threads.

Brand Code Mean (kg)

D-1 1. 34

D-2 1. 21]*

* Significantly different at the .05 level.

Hypothesis I. A. 2 was essentially rejected because some differ-

ences in single strand breaking load did occur between brands of all

four types.
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Between Black Threads and White Threads

As far as the single strand breaking load was concerned, there

was no significant difference between all black threads and all white

threads (black 1.19 kg, white 1. 20 kg; Fl 88
1.76; standard F value

,

at the .05 level 3. 95).

Hypothesis I. A. 3 could not be rejected.

Comparisons of Loop Breaking Load

The mean loop breaking loads of all brands of sewing thread

tested are shown in Table 9. The mean loop breaking load for

every brand was higher than the mean single strand breaking load of

the same brand. This result might be explained by the fact that in

doing the single strand breaking tests, a thread breaks at its weakest

spot along its length; while in the loop breaking tests, the thread

breaks wherever two threads interlock. Therefore, the mean single

strand breaking load tends to measure the average weakest force

while the mean loop breaking load may be more representative of

the average breaking load of a thread.

Although the mean loop breaking loads for all brands were

higher than the mean single strand breaking loads, the differences

between the values were greater in spun threads (both short staple

spun and tow spun) than in corespun threads (both 2-ply and 3-ply's
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One might expect that the presence of the continuous multifilament

core would cause more uniform strength than that derived from a

yarn made from shorter fibers.

Table 9. Mean breaking load of polyester sewing threads.

Brand Code Single Strand
Breaking Load

Mean (kg)

Loop Breaking Load
Mean (kg)

A-1

B-1

B-2

1.30

1.45

1.42

1.64

1.82

1.79
B-3 . 95 1. 34

C-1 1. 07 1. 80

C-2 1. 12 1. 99

C-3 . 99 1.76
C-4 1. 16 1. 96

C-5 1. 14 2. 00

D-1 1. 34 2. 11

D-2 1. 21 1. 89

After careful preliminary examination of the data, it was found

necessary to transform loop breaking load by log transformation in

order to remove correlation between the means and variances. The

entire analysis and presentation of the loop breaking load data is in

terms of the transformed data.
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Between Types

None of the four types of polyester threads had similar log loop

breaking loads (Table 10). Tow spun threads showed the highest mean

log loop breaking load of all types. The short staple spun threads

were intermediate while the corespun threads were the weakest. One

brand of the corespun threads (B-3) was noticeably weaker than the

other two corespun threads (Table 11); nevertheless, excluding the

B-3 from the corespun, tow spun still had the highest log loop break-

ing load. A-1 had a substantially lower loop breaking load than B-1.

Again this appears to be contrary to the manufacturer's statement.

Hypothesis I. B. 1 was rejected.

Table 10. Comparisons of the mean log loop breaking load- -
between types.

t value Standard
t value
at the

. 05 level

A-1 2-ply VS. B-1 3-ply 4. 24* 2. 02
(.49) (. 60)

Short staple spun vs. Corespuna 8. 30* 1. 97
(. 63) (. 49)

Towspun VS. Corespuna 9. 82* 1. 98
(. 69) (. 49)

Towspun VS. Short staple spun 3.14* 1. 98
(.69) (. 63)

Significant at the . 05 level.

a Only 3-ply yarns are included.
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Between Brands of the Same Type

Among the corespun threads, only B-1 and B-2 had similar log

loop breaking loads; B-3 had the lowest log loop breaking load of all

three (Table 11). A possible reason for this result was the fact that

B-3 had the smallest yarn number.

Table 11. Comparisons of the mean log loop
breaking load between corespun
threads.

Brand Code Mean

B-1 60a

B-2 58a.

B-3 . 29

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.

Among the short staple spun threads, C-2, C-4 and C-5 were

not significantly different from each other and had higher values than

the other two threads. C-1 and C-3 were not significantly different

from each other (Table 12).

Between the tow spun threads, D-1 was significantly stronger

in its log loop breaking load than D-2 at the . 05 level (t value 4. 11,

D. F. 16; standard t value 2. 12; Table 13).

Hypothesis I. B. 2 was essentially rejected since some differ-

ences occurred within all types.
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Table 12. Comparisons of the mean log loop
breaking load between short staple
spun threads.

Brand Code Mean

C-5 . 68a

C-2 . 68a

C-4 . 67a

C-1 . 58

C-3 .56

There is no significant difference in means
for brands which have the same letter appear-
ing after the mean.

Table 13. Comparisons of the mean log loop
breaking load between tow spun
threads.

Brand Code Mean

D-1

D-2

.74
]*

. 63

* Significantly different at the . 05 level.

Between Black Threads and White Threads

Overall, white threads were comparatively stronger than black

threads according to the results of the log loop breaking load test

(black 58, white . 61; F
1 88

7. 95; standard F value at the . 05

level 3. 95). More detailed comparisons showed that significant

differences occurred only in one brand, B-1 (Table 14). Hypothesis
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I. B. 3 was rejected only for one of the 11 brands.

Table 14. Comparisons of log loop breaking load between black
threads and white threads.

Brand Code Mean D. F. F ratio
Black White

A-1 .47 . 52 (1, 8) 1.02
B-1 . 56 .64 (1, 8) 15. 11*

B-2 . 57 .60 (1, 8) 1.16
B-3 . 26 .31 (1, 8) 2. 68

C, Short
staple spun

. 62 .65 (1, 40) 3. 73

D, Tow spun . 70 , 68 (1, 16) .46

* Significant at the 05 level.

Comparisons of Single Strand Breaking Tenacity

Between Types

No difference was detected between the mean tenacities of A-1

thread and B-1 thread (Table 15). This finding was contrary to the

result in the single strand breaking load test. Since A-1 was thinner

than B-1, it was weaker than B-1 according to the single strand

breaking load test.

Corespun threads, short staple spun threads and tow spun

threads all differed from each other in their mean tenacities (Table

15).
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Table 15. Comparisons of the mean single strand breaking tenacity -
between types

t value Standard
t value
at the

. 05 level

A-1 2-ply
(38. 6 g/tex)

vs. B-1 3-ply
(38. 5 g/tex)

.12 2.02

Corespuna vs. Short staple spun 8. 24* 1, 97
(35. 5 g/tex) (31. 2 g/tex)

Tow spun vs. Corespuna 4. 50* 1. 98
(38. 2 g/tex) (35. 5 g/tex)

Tow spun vs. Short staple spun 14. 61* 1. 98
(38. g/tex) (31. 2 g/tex)

* Significant at the . 05 level.

a Only 3-ply yarns are included.

The significant difference in the mean tenacities of the corespun

and short staple spun threads was due to the differences in mean single

strand breaking load since the mean yarn numbers were similar.

This was true also for the differences in mean tenacity between the

tow spun and short staple spun threads.

Corespun threads and tow spun threads did not have significantly

different mean single strand breaking loads, but the mean tenacity of

the corespun threads was less than that of the tow spun threads. A

relatively lower yarn number for tow spun threads was the major

reason for this difference.

Hypothesis ILA. 1 was essentially rejected since only the 2-ply
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and the 3-ply threads of the same brand name did not differ in the

single strand breaking tenacity.

Between Brands of the Same Type

Among the corespun threads, the mean tenacity of B-3 was

significantly less than that of B-1 or B-2 (Table 16). Thus, the

reason B-3 had the lowest single strand breaking load was due not

only to the yarn number being the least but also to its unit strength

being smaller than that of the other corespun threads.

Table 16. Comparisons of mean single strand
breaking tenacity between corespun
threads.

Brand Code Mean (g/tex)

B-2

B -1

B-3

38. 55 a

38. 51a
b

29. 38

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.

Among the short staple spun threads, C-1, C-2 and C-4 were

the strongest and did not show significant differences at the . 05 level

(Table 17) even though there were significant differences in their

single strand breaking loads and yarn numbers. C-5 was slightly

weaker due to a higher yarn number and C-3 the weakest because it
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had the lowest single strand breaking load.

Table 17. Comparisons of mean single strand
breaking tenacity between short staple
spun threads.

Brand Code Mean (g/tex)

C-1

C-2

C-4

C-5

C -3

32. 80a

32. 24a

32. 08a

30. 32

28.65 c

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.

The tenacity of D-1 was greater than that of D-2 (Table 18) at

the . 05 level (t value 2.48, D. F. 16; standard t value 2. 12). This

reflects a similar difference in the single strand breaking loads.

Table 18. Comparisons of mean single strand
breaking tenacity between tow spun
threads.

Brand Code Mean (g/tex)

D-1

D-2

39. 53

36. 78]'''

* Significantly different at the . 05 level.

Hypothesis IL A. 2 was essentially rejected since there were

differences in single strand breaking tenacity within each type
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Comparisons of the Loop Breaking Tenacity
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The mean loop breaking tenacity of all brands of sewing thread

tested is shown in Table 19.

Table 19. Mean loop breaking tenacity of
polyester sewing threads.

Brand Code Mean (g/tex)

A-1 48. 93

B-1 48. 28

B-2 48. 55

B-3 41. 20

C-1 55. 21

C-2 57. 36

C-3 51. 31

c-4 54. 39

C-5 53. 01

D-1 62. 19

D-2 57. 49

Between Types

No significant difference was found between the log loop tenacity

of A-1 and B-1 threads (Table 20). This again implied that the differ-

ence in loop breaking load between A-1 and B-1 was due mostly to the

differences in their yarn numbers.
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Tow spun threads had the highest mean log loop breaking

tenacity with the short staple spun threads being intermediate. Core-

spun threads had the lowest log loop breaking tenacity among the three

types (Table 20). This finding coincides with that of the loop breaking

load tests.

Hypothesis II. B. 1 was essentially rejected because the only

types that were similar were the 2-ply and 3-ply threads made by the

same manufacturer.

Table 20. Comparisons of the mean log loop breaking tenacity-
between types.

t value Standard
t value
at the

05 level
A -1 2-ply VS. B-1 3-ply . 47 2. 02
(-3. 02) (-3. 03)

Short staple spun vs. Corespuna 12. 14* 1. 97
(-2. 92) (-3. 09)

Tow spun VS. Corespuna 16. 10* 1. 99
( -2. 82) (-3. 09)

Towspun VS. Short staple spun 6. 29* 1. 98
(-2. 82) (-2. 92)

* Significant at the . 05 level.
a Only 3-ply threads are included.
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Between Brands of the Same Type

Of the corespun threads, B-3 was significantly weaker than B-1

or B-2 (Table 21). This result was anticipated since B-3 had the

lowest loop breaking load, single strand breaking load and single

strand breaking tenacity.

Table 21. Comparisons of the mean log loop
breaking tenacity between corespun
threads.

Brand Code Mean

B- 1 -3. 03a

B- 2 -3. 03 a

B-3 -3.20

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing after
the mean.

A relatively uniform log loop breaking tenacity was character-

istic of the short staple spun threads. Only C-2 was significantly

different from C-3 (Table 22) which reflected the difference in their

breaking loads. The differences detected in the mean loop breaking

loads between the other short staple spun threads were mainly be-

cause of the differences in their yarn numbers.
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Table 22. Comparisons of the mean log loop
breaking tenacity between short
staple spun threads.

Brand Code Mean

C-2 -2.87a

C -1 -2. 90 ab

C-4 -2. 92 ab

C-5 -2. 95 ab

C-3 -2.98

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.

For the tow spun threads, the mean log loop tenacity of D-1

was higher than that of D-2 (Table 23) at the .05 significance level

(t value 2. 91, D. F. 16; standard t value 2. 12). This reflects the

difference in the mean loop breaking load.

Hypothesis II. B. 2 was essentially rejected since some differ-

ences in loop breaking tenacities occurred within all types.

Table 23. Comparisons of the mean log loop
breaking tenacity between tow spun
threads.

Brand Code Mean

D-1

D-2

-2. 79

-2. 8 61*

* Significantly different at the . 05 level.
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Comparisons of Percent Elongation at Break

Between Types

The mean percent elongation of B-1 thread was significantly

higher than that of A-1 thread. Significant differences also existed

among the mean percent elongation of corespun threads, short staple

spun threads and tow spun threads (Table 24). Corespun threads had

the highest mean percent elongation, short staple spun threads were

intermediate while tow spun threads had the lowest mean percent

elongation. These findings are consistent with Crook's earlier report

that corespun polyester threads have a higher percent elongation than

spun polyester threads (12).

Hypothesis III. A was rejected.

Table 24. Comparisons of the mean percent breaking elongation- -
between types.

t value Standard
t-value
at the
05 level

A-1 2-ply vs. B-1 3-ply 3. 83* 2. 02
(19. 82%) (21. 83%)

Corespuna vs. Short staple spun 7. 38* 1. 97
(18. 99%) (15. 87%)

Corespuna vs. Towspun 17. 43* 1. 98
(18. 99%) (12. 72%)

Short staple spun vs. Towspun 10. 59* 1. 97
(15. 87%) (12. 72T)

* Significant at the . 05 level; d' Only three-ply threads were included.
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Between Brands of the Same Ty p e

B-3 was not only the weakest in respect to both the single

strand breaking load and loop breaking load tests, but had also the

lowest percent elongation of the corespun threads (Table 25). The

mean percent elongation of B-2 was significantly lower than that of

B-1.

Table 25. Comparisons of mean percent breaking
elongation between corespun threads.

Brand Code Mean (%)

B-1 21. 83a

B-2 20. 31
b

B-3 14. 84

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing
after the mean.

Of the short staple spun threads, C-4 had the highest mean

percent elongation followed by C-5 (Table 26). C-1, C-2 and C-3

had lower mean percent elongation values than C-4 and C-5, but were

not significantly different from each other.
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Table 26. Comparisons of mean percent breaking
elongation between short staple spun
threads.

Brand Code Mean (%)

C-4 20. 98a

C-5 16.75

C-3 14. 65

C-1 14.16

C-2 12.80

There is no significant difference in means for
brands which have the same letter appearing after
the mean.

There were no significant differences in the mean percent

elongation of tow spun threads at the . 05 level (t value 1. 38, D. F.

16; standard t value 2. 12; Table 27).

Hypothesis III. B was essentially rejected since only within the

tow spun type were there no significant differences.

Table 27. Comparisons of mean percent breaking
elongation between tow spun threads.

Brand Code Mean (%)

D-I 13. 02

D-2 12.43

Between Black Threads and White Threads

There were significant differences at the . 05 level between the
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mean percent elongation of black and white threads for the brands

B-3, C-3, C-5 and D-1 (Table 28). The black threads had better

extensibility than the white threads in these brands.

Hypothesis III, C was rejected for four of the 11 comparisons.

Table 28. Comparisons of mean percent breaking elongation between
black threads and white threads.

Brand Elongation (%) F ratio
Black White

A-1 19.62 20.03 . 329

B-1 21.82 21.85 . 002

B-2 20.61 20.02 . 262

8-3 16.69 12.99 15.012*

C-1 14.67 13.66 . 948

C-Z 13.18 12.43 . 801

C-3 16.82 12.49 48.406*

C-4 19.70 22.26 1.076

C-5 17.49 16.01 7. 674*

0-1 13.99 12.05 6.918*

0-2 12.50 12.36 . 103

Degrees of Freedom (1, 8)

* Significant at the . 05 level.

Comparisons of Evenness

In general, it appeared that the evenness of all of these threads

made by the various manufacturers was similar, however, hypothesis

IV was partially rejected since some differences at the 05 level
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of significance occurred when the evenness of all brands of thread

was compared. By the use of the sequential Q test, C-1 was found

to be slightly more uneven than B-1, B-2 or B-3 (Table 29).

Table 29. Comparisons of the evenness of polyester
sewing threads.

Brand Code C. V. (%) Diameter
(micron)

C-1 93a

D-2 5. 63
ab

A-1 5. 21
ab

C-5 5. 03
ab

C-2 4. 95ab

D-1 4.74 ab

C-4 4.39 ab

C-3 4. 25ab

B-2 4. 12 b

B-1 4. 08

B-3 4. 01

127. 1

108. 4

115. 0

126. 9

117. 1

114. 1

128. 3

116.8

137. 4

137.7

118. 6

There is no significant difference in means for brand
which have the same letter appearing after the mean.

Correlations among Variables

Sin le Strand Breakin. Load vs. Loo. Breakin: Load

The correlation coefficient between the single strand breaking

load and the loop breaking load of the threads tested was .3630, not
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significant at the . 05 level. 2 However, the loop breaking load was

always greater than the single strand breaking load. Hence hypothesis

V could not be rejected. However, Ashley's (4) conjecture that the

loop breaking load might be a better indicator of seam strength than

the single strand breaking load is still possible but needs study in

addition to that done by Brain (8).

Single Strand Breaking Load vs. Elongation

A fairly high positive correlation coefficient (. 5440) was found

between the single strand breaking load and the elongation of the

threads tested, but it still was not significant at the . 05 level. 2 The

tow spun threads and C-2 short staple spun thread had a much lower

rate of elongation relative to the single strand breaking load than did

the other threads. Hypothesis VI could not be rejected.

Breaking Load vs. Evenness

The correlation coefficient between the single strand breaking

load and the coefficient of variation of the evenness of a thread was

-. 1292, not significant at the . 05 level. 2 The correlation coefficient

between the loop breaking load and the coefficient of variation of the

evenness of a thread was . 2824, 2 slightly higher than the correlation

between single strand breaking load and evenness, but still not
2At 10 degrees of freedom, a correlation coefficient is consid-

ered significant at the . 05 level only when it is greater than . 576.
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significant at the . 05 level. Thus, hypothesis VII. A. and VII. B.

could not be rejected. Possibly the difficulty of measuring evenness

and the fact that there was little difference in evenness of the threads

might account for the results differing from E1-Behery and Mansour's

statement (16) that tensile strength may be an -indicator of the evenness

of a yarn.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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The objectives of this study were to compare polyester sewing

threads available in Corvallis, Oregon area with respect to: (1)

single strand breaking load, (2) loop breaking load, (3) elongation,

and (4) evenness; and to determine the correlations between: single

strand breaking load and loop breaking toad; single strand breaking

load and elongation; and breaking load and evenness.

Ten brands of sewing threads containing solely polyester or

polyester/cotton fibers were found on the Corvallis market in January,

1976. Determination of the yarn structure revealed four types: (1)

corespun polyester/cotton 2-ply which included only A-1; (2) corespun

polyester/cotton 3-ply which included B-1, B-2 and B-3; (3) short

staple spun polyester which included C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4 and C-5;

and (4) tow spun polyester which included D-1 and D-2. A-1 and B-1

had the same brand name.

An Instron tester was used to determine single strand and loop

breaking load as well as elongation. A micrometer caliper was

utilized to determine the evenness of the threads. Appropriate statis-

tical tests were used for all comparisons and correlation computations.

The results of this study are compiled in Table 30.

The 2-ply thread, A-1, was found to be weaker than the 3-ply

thread,B -I, of the same brand according to the results of both the



Table 30. Thread properties.

Type
Brand

Code

Fiber
Length
(cm)

Yarn
Number

(tex)

Ply
Twist
(tpi)

Single
Twist
(tpi)

Single
Strand

Breaking
Load
(g)

Loop
Breaking

Load
(g)

Single
Strand

Breaking
Tenacity
( g/tex)

Loop
Breaking
Tenacity

(g/tex)

Elonga-
tion
( %)

Even-
ness

(C. V. %)

Corespun
2-ply A-1 33, 55 19. 06 1295 1642 38.61 48.93 19. 82 5.21

B-1 37.78 20. 70 1455 1824 38.51 48. 28 21.83 4.08
Corespun

B-2 36.90 19. 09 1423 1792 38. 55 48. 55 20. 31 4.12
3-ply

8-3 32.40 22. 15 952 1335 29. 38 41. 20 14. 84 4,01

Mean B 35. 69 20. 31 1276 1650 35.48 46. 01 18.99

C-1 3.64 32.57 21.39 20. 80 1068 1798 32. 80 55. 21 14. 16 5.93

C-2 3.60 34.64 17.43 23.39 1117 1987 32.24 57. 36 12.80 4.95
Short
Staple C-3 3.62 34.38 18.13 22.75 985 1764 28.65 51. 31 14.65 4.25

Spun C-4 3. 50 36. 05 20. 75 23. 19 1157 1961 32. 08 54. 39 20.98 4. 39

C-5 3.54 37. 73 21. 38 20.60 1144 2000 30.32 53. 01 16.75 5.03

Mean C 3. 55 35.07 19. 82 22.15 1094 1902 31.22 54.27 15.87

Tow D-1 10. 51 33.94 17.25 18. 82 1342 2111 39. 53 62. 19 13.02 4.74

Spun D-2 12.29 32.89 17. 62 19. 27 1210 1891 36. 78 57. 49 12.43 5.63

Mean D 11.40 33. 41 17.44 19.05 1276 2001 38. 16 59. 84 12. 72
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single strand breaking load and loop breaking load tests. However,

the tenacities were similar. More force was required to break the

2 -ply (A-1) than the short staple spun threads (C series) during the

single strand test but this was not true during the loop test. Although

there was little difference between the 2-ply (A-1) and the tow spun

threads (D series) according to the results of the single strand break-

ing load test and tenacity, the values obtained for the loop breaking

load and tenacity were higher for the tow spun threads.

The results of the single strand breaking load tests indicated

that the 3-ply corespun threads (B series) were stronger than the

short staple spun threads. However, the mean value for both the

3-ply corespun and tow spun threads was similar. The latter result

occurred because the corespun thread B-3 was considerably weaker

than corespun B-1 and B-2. When the corresponding mean tenacities

were calculated, the tow spun threads were stronger than the core-

spun, which, in turn, were stronger than the short staple spun

threads. Again, the lower tenacity of B-3 decreased the value for

the mean, whereas the mean tenacities of B-1 and B-2 were similar

to that of the tow spun threads. Of the tow spun threads, D-1 had

slightly higher values for both the single strand breaking load and

tenacity. Among the short staple spun threads, similar results

from the single strand breaking load test were obtained for C-2, C-4

and C-5. These values were higher than that of C-1, which was
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higher than that of C-3. When the corresponding tenacities were

calculated, however, the order shifted to C-1, C-2 and C-4 > C-5 >

C-3.

According to the results of the loop breaking load tests and the

corresponding tenacities, tow spun threads were stronger than short

staple spun threads, and, in turn, short staple spun threads were

stronger than the 3-ply corespun threads. B-3 of the corespun

threads had the lowest loop breaking load and tenacity. Of the short

staple spun threads, C-1 and C-3 were relatively weaker than C-2,

C-4 and C-5. D-1 of the tow spun threads was stronger than D-2.

Since differences were found among the various types and

brands of thread in terms of both types of breaking loads and the

corresponding tenacities, hypotheses I. A. 1 and 2, I. B. 1 and 2,

II. A and II. B were essentially rejected.

Few differences were detected between black threads and white

threads of the same brand. Since for all brands, black threads and

white threads had no significant difference in single strand breaking

load, hypothesis I. A. 3 could not be rejected. Only B-1 of the 11

brands had white thread significantly stronger than black thread

according to the loop breaking load test; therefore, hypothesis I. B. 3

was rejected for this brand only.

B-1 (3-ply) thread had higher elongation than A-1 (2-ply) thread.

The 3-ply corespun threads elongated more than the short staple spun
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threads, which, in turn, extended more than the tow spun threads.

Among the corespun threads, B-1 had the highest extensibility fol-

lowed by B-2 and then B-3. Among the short staple spun threads, C-4

had the highest elongation with C-5 having the next highest. C-1, C-2

and C-3 had similar but lower values for elongation. Of the tow spun

threads, D-1 and D-2 elongated similarly. On the basis of the above

results, hypotheses M.A. and III. B. were essentially rejected.

Only four (B-3, C-3, C-5 and D-1) brands had black threads that

showed a higher extensibility than white threads, therefore, hypothesis

III. C. was rejected only for these brands.

While in general, the evenness of all 11 brands was similar,

hypothesis IV could not be completely accepted.

No significant correlation was found between the single strand

breaking load and the loop breaking load of a thread so that hypothesis

V could not be rejected.

Although there was a high positive correlation between the single

strand breaking load of a thread and its elongation, the correlation

was not significant. Thus hypothesis VI could not be rejected.

No significant correlation was found between the single strand

breaking load of a thread and the evenness, or the loop breaking load

and the evenness. Thus hypotheses VII. A. and. VII.B. could not be

rejected.
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CHAPTER VII

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONSUMER

In order to objectively evaluate polyester sewing threads, one

should study properties and performance characteristics of threads

such as: colorfastness to heat, laundering and chemicals; abrasion

resistance; shrinkage; luster. Due to limitations of time and facili-

ties, only breaking loads, tenacity, elongation and evenness were

evaluated.

Since the home sewer would be more concerned with the actual

breaking load of a thread rather than the tenacity, the older type of

thread, B-1,3 would be somewhat tnore satisfactory than the newer

type, A-1, marketed by the same manufacturer. Although both had

relatively high elongation, B-1 had higher elongation and therefore

would be slightly more suitable for seaming fabrics with high extensi-

bility such as knits.

Of the 3-ply corespun threads, B-1 was only slightly superior

to B-2 in terms of both strength and elongation. Since B-3 was the

weakest, not only of the corespun threads but of all of the threads tested,

it will be less satisfactory for knits than the other threads tested,

The stronger of the tow spun threads was D-1 but probably both

D-1 and D-2 would be satisfactory. Neither of these was as strong

3 The code and brand names of the threads are listed in the
Appendix.
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as B-1 and B-2 in terms of single strand breaking load but both tow

spun threads required more force than B-1 and B-2 to break the loops.

The elongation of the tow spun threads was less than that of B-1 and

B-2 so that the tow spun threads might be suitable for seams where

less stretch is required.

The short staple spun threads (C series) had the lowest values

recorded for the single strand breaking load but values for the loop

breaking load were comparable to B-1, B-2 and the tow spun

threads. Among these threads, C-2, C-4 and C-5 had similar

strength in both tests, followed by C-1. The use of C-3 may be less

satisfactory because it was weakest. Of the three strongest threads

in this group, the extensibility of C-4 was similar to that of the core-

spun threads 8-1 and B-2. The elongation of C-5 was higher than that

of the tow spun threads but C-2 was similar to the tow spun threads.
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CHAPTER VIII

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUR THER STUDY

Since manufacturers are continually marketing new brands of

polyester sewing threads, frequent studies are essential in order to

be knowledgeable concerning all threads available to the consumer.

Studies including properties in addition to strength, elongation

and evenness, for example, dimensional stability, abrasion resis-

tance, hand, colorfastness to heat, light, laundering and other chem-

icals, etc., could provide additional evaluation of different brands of

threads.

Further studies are recommended relating to actual use on

various types of fabrics. Such studies might include determining

whether single strand breaking load or loop breaking load has a

greater relationship to seam strength and/or sewability; the relative

influence of thread breaking load and breaking elongation on seam

breaking strength and elongation; the effect of evenness on sewability,

etc.

Further studies on evenness might be desirable using evenness

testers such as the Uster, etc. It might be possible to use other

devices described in the literature such as one using reflected light

(13, 14), sonic devices (31) or others (1).
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APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR THE CONSUMER

Brand
Code Full Name Manufacturer

Length
(yds/spool)

Price
(0-)

Price/ yd

( ct)

A-1 Dual Duty Plus®(2-ply) J. & P. Coats 125 35 . 28

B-1 Dual Duty Plus®(3-ply) J. & P. Coats 125 35 . 28

B-2 Polycord Clark's 300 70 . 23

B-3 Polyspun® Talon
OD

150 35 .23

III
C-1 Polyplus Talon® 150 35 . 23

C-2 Lily Lily 125 3-5 . 28

C-3 Polybond Belding Corticelli 125 35 . 28

C-4 Trusew® Coats & Clark 250 50 . 20

C-5 J. C. Penney American Thread 225 45 . 20

D-1 MSIrilycke (Swedish made) 120 40 . 33

D-2 Metrosene (Swiss made) 165 54 . 33


